In the viscous/inviscid interacting shear flow(ISF) theory, interacting shear perturbed flow(ISPF) theory and interacting shear turbulent flow(ISTF) theory suggested by Gao, the ISF consists of viscous shear layer and neighboring outer inviscid flow, which interact each other. The motion laws, definition and governing equations of the above three flows are described in ISF's optimal coordinates, which is a fitted dividing flow surface orthogonal coordinates. The scaling laws of velocity and length of ISF's viscous layer are deduced the scaling laws imply the strength of viscous/inviscid flow interaction. The scaling laws of velocity and length of both ISPF's viscous perturbed layer and ISTF's viscous turbulent layer are also given. The equations governing ISF are the Parabolized Navier-Stokes(PNS) equations, which can be simplified further on the dividing surface. The resultant equations are defined as dividing flows surface criteria, whose two important special cases are wall-surface criteria for viscous and inviscid flows. The ISF's optimal coordinates and length scaling law are used to design the grid. The small scale structures given by the scaling laws can be used to predict local sudden changes of heat flux etc., which are very important for hypersonic flows. The wall-surface criteria are used to validate NS numerical solutions for ISF and flow near walls. The wall-surface criteria method has several advantages over the commonly used grid convergence criteria. The applications of ISF theory indicates its effectiveness and further studies and development are needed. 
Introduction
The boundary layer theory opened up a new era of fluid mechanics.
From the 1930s to the 1960s, analyses and computations of high Reynolds number flows were based on the boundary layer theory, i.e. to compute firstly inviscid flow over body and then to compute viscous thin boundary layer flow with both the no-slip wall condition and the solution of inviscid flow on the wall surface as boundary conditions. In CFD era, the boundary layer theory still has important meaning, just as Schlicting and Gersten pointed out in their monograph [1] : "Numerical methods in computing flows at high Reynolds numbers only become efficient if the particular layered structure of the flow, as given by the asymptotic theory, is taken into account, as occur if a suitable grid is used for computation.
Boundary-layer theory will therefore retain its fundamental place in the computation of high Reynolds number flows."
From the 1960s to the 1990s, a new upsurge in studies and computations of parabolized Navier-Stokes(PNS) was in the making. For a steady supersonic flow over a body, PNS equations can be computed by space marching algorithm (SMA) , that reduces the dimension number of computation. Especially, in the computation of high Reynolds number flows, only second-order normal derivatives of viscous terms in the NS equations written in a fitted body orthogonal coordinates can be computed accurately, other viscous terms in the NS equations cannot be computed, then a NS computations is actually a computation of thin-layer NS, i.e. PNS computation. Therefore, for the computations for engineering purpose PNS has always fundamental meaning, just as Anderson pointed out in his monograph [2] "the PNS method is in very widespread use; indeed, it forms the basis of an industry-standard computer program, which is used by virtually all major aerodynamics laboratories and companies."
However, it is not very clear what kind of basic flow is described by the PNS equations before the 1990s, there is no basic fluid theory corresponding PNS equations. The viscous/inviscid interacting shear flow(ISF) theory [3] [4] [5] furnishes complete answer to this subject. ISF consists of viscous shear flow and its neighboring outer inviscid flow, which interact on each other. The equations governing ISF are just PNS equations. ISF theory forms basic fluid theory for PNS equations and it also makes a breakthrough the classical boundary layer theory, in which there is no interacting between the boundary layer and its outer inviscid flow. Especially, ISF theory and its inferences also have some important applications to CFD, such as application of the ISF's optimal coordinates to grid design, application of length scaling laws of ISF's viscous layer to grid design, using small scale structure given by the scaling-laws to compute sudden changes of several physical quantities, that are called "unknown-unknown" for hypersonic flow by Bertin and Cumming [6] , applications of wall-surface-criteria for laminar flow, perturbed flow and turbulent flow to verify creditabilities of NS and RANS numerical solutions and to optimize turbulent models etc. Therefore, PNS equations and ISF theory are very useful for the computations of high Reynolds number flows.
In a word, the comment of Schlichting and Gersten [1] on the place of boundary-layer theory in CFD is similar suitable to ISF theory, that is, the computation of high Reynolds number flows only become efficient if the thin layer and small scales structures in normal, streamwise even crosswise directions as given by the scaling-laws of ISF theory can be resolved by a suitable grids with locally refined in locations occurring small scale structures, only by which the sudden change phenomena of some physical quantities can be computed accurately. In the rapid development of the computation of high Reynolds number flows, we should pay great attention to integrating computation with fluid theories. 
where the x and y are coordinate variables of a fitted dividing-flow-surface orthogonal coordinates, that is called ISF's optimal coordinates, otherwise the definition formula(1) does not hold. There is always a dividing-flow-surface in ISF's viscous layer [1] , especially, the wall surface is a dividing-flow-surface of viscous flow close neighbor wall surface. u and v are velocity components in the x  and y  directions, respectively. , 
, u and v are velocity components in the streamwise, i.e. x-direction and normal direction of the dividing flow surface, respectively, p and  are the pressure and density, respectively.
The equations(2) are just diffusion parabolized NS(DPNS) equations [6] , that are also called usually parabolized NS(PNS) equations or thin-later(TL) NS(TLNS) equations, that were presented by several authors directed against several concrete flows between the late 1960s and the late 1970s. The PNS equations are used widely in flow simulations for engineering purpose [2, 7] .
The ISF represents many typical flows, such as stagnation point flow, leading edge of a flat plate in a hypersonic flow, mixing layer flow with a strong transverse pressure gradient, flow along a streamwise corner, duct flow along the duct axis, viscous/inviscid interacting flow close neighbor wall surface etc. A further discussion is given in the next section. [4, 8] The ISPF as a result of perturbing ISF consists of viscous perturbed , 
viscous/inviscid interacting shear perturbed flow(ISPF) theory
The equations (5) were presented by Herbert [9] in 1987 countering non parallel effects of the stability of boundary layer flow, that is only a case of various ISPF. Herbert called it parabolized stability equations(PSE).
However, mathematical property of two-dimensional compressible PSE is consistent with that of DPNS equations, that is only parabolized diffusively. The name of PSE is incorrect, PSE ought to be substituted with diffusion parabolized stability equations(DPSE).
viscous/inviscid interacting shear turbulent flow(ISTF) theory [4,10]
The ISTF is similar to ISF. 
where
, , u v and w are time-average velocity component, , x y and z are the coordinates of the ISF's optimal coordinates,T is
and k are vicious coefficient and thermal conductivity, respectively.
Using the definitions(7) we can simplify RANS equations and then obtain simplified RANS equations governing ISTF
c is the isobaric specific capacity. The ISTF equations (8) 
where k is the kinetic energy of the turbulent fluctuations, 2. Inference I: Scaling-laws of velocity and length of ISF's viscous layer flow were given by Z.Gao [4, 11] . The velocity and length scales of a three-dimensional incompressible flow can be expressed generally as ( , , ; , , ) ( , , ; , , ) (10) layer is just the lower deck of the well-known Triple-deck theory [1] , in this case ISF express flow in neighborhood of separation point or reattachment point or tail-edge point or leading edge point or small step , hump, dents and chinks on wall surface etc. when In ISF's viscous layer there is always a dividing flow surface [1] , on which the normal velocity vanishes. The ISF equations, i.e. DPNS equations can be simplified further on the dividing flow surface and the resultant equations for a two-dimensional compressible flow are 
where WMC and WEC are wall momentum criteria and wall energy criteria, respectively. They can be used to verify creditability of numerical simulations for viscous flow or inviscid flow near wall surface.
The WSC for ISPF's unperturbed variables are consistent with those of ISF. The WSC for ISPF's perturbed variables are as follows [4, 13] 
The WSC (18) 
The WSC for the turbulence models(such as the k   turbulence models) are
The WSC for the average variables can be used to verify creditability of RANS numerical solution for turbulence flow. The WSC for the turbulence models can be used to verify creditability of the turbulence models(equations) numerical solution and also to evaluate good and bad of different models and also to optimize the turbulence models and turbulent empirical constants from WSC's angles. 
Some applications of ISF theory and inferences to CFD

Application of ISF's optimal coordinates to grid design
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flow over a body is well-known to all.
Application of the length scaling-laws of ISF's viscous layer to choose grid size
The grid size is responsible for accuracy of numerical simulations.
For the direct numerical simulation of turbulent flows, Kolmogorov scale is an important reference scale to choosing grid size. However, for an ordinary computation of NS equations, there was no definite method or standard to choosing grid size in the past. Obviously, the length scaling-laws given by ISF's theory would be a definite method to determine grid size, that have been proved tentatively by two sets of computation solving NS equations [14] . cone(SDC) shows [14] that in this two examples the better numerical solutions can be obtained(refer to Fig.5-12 ) when the grid sizes in both streamwise and normal directions are directly chosen as 1 / 10 of the length scale with 1 / 4 q  (see formula (10) and (11)), that can avoid refining repeatedly grid for seeking the best grid size. It should be emphasize on the importance of both ISF's optimal coordinates and the length scaling-law of ISF's viscous layer to grid design. Just as Schlichting and Gerstin pointed out in their monograph [12] : "Numerical As far as I know that to date there no very convincing numerical results of using ISF's scaling laws to compute sudden increase of local heating rates etc. However, we ought to pay highly attention to thus computations for sudden change phenomena. This is because that some flight accidents, such as the damage of the rocket-powered X-15 when its flight velocity reached Mach 6.7 in 1967 and the demise of the space shuttle orbiter Columbia during its reentry from orbit in 2003. These accidents show that how severe the aerothermodynamic environment is for a vehicle that is traveling at hypersonic speeds and that how fragile the vehicles that fly through these environments can be. Analysis about mentioned above flight accidents making Bertin and Cummings [6] giving the following conclusions: These locally severe, critical heating rates or unexpected deviations to the force and moments acting on the vehicle often occur due to viscous/inviscid interactions. These critical environments are the result of "unknown-unknown" or "gotchas". In fact, the scaling-laws of ISF's viscous layer have illustrated the mechanism of the sudden change phenomena of heating rates etc. and offered a way to compute locally sudden change.
Application of the wall-surface criteria to verify creditability of NS numerical solutions
The existence and uniqueness of the solution of NS equations have not been proved. So we have to face to an always confused problem--is it worth to trust the results from computer codes? If it does, how much can we trust it? Verification and validation of computing results become a very important work. The dividing flow surface criteria and wall surface criteria (WSC) are undoubtedly theoretical methods of verifying creditability of NS numerical solution. Z.Gao [11] proved that eleven well-known NS exact solutions for incompressible flow satisfy exactly WSC and that both the solution of the classical boundary layer and its outer inviscid flow and the solutions of similar boundary layer with its outer inviscid flow satisfy WSC and that the local solution of ISF with 1 / 4 q  , i.e. the solution of Triple-deck theory [12] satisfies WSC.
Therefore, NS numerical solutions also ought to satisfy WSC, which are proved numerically by some computations of two-dimensional incompressible stagnation flow, shock/boundary layer interacting flow, compression ramp and cylinder flare [15] [16] [17] , refer to Fig,13-Fig.16 . use, based on that some people [5, [15] [16] [17] suggested that the WSC method may be used as an ingenious substitute for the grid convergence analysis method and that the WSC method and ISF theory would be called Gao's criteria and Gao's ISF theory, respectively.
Applications of WSC for turbulent flow to CFD
The wall surface criteria(WSC) for turbulent flow can be used to verify creditability of RANS numerical solutions for near wall turbulent flow. The WSC for turbulent models can be used to evaluated good and bad of turbulent models and to optimize turbulent model and turbulent experience constants from WSC's angle, for example, an optimized Prandtl mixing length is given 
Conclusion
The viscous/inviscid interacting shear flow(ISF) consists of viscous shear layer and its neighboring outer inviscid flow, which interact on each other. So ISF theory makes a breakthrough the classical boundary layer theory, that treat viscous thin shear layer without interaction with its outer inviscid flow. The equations governing ISF are diffusion parabolized NS equations, i.e., PNS equations. Anderson [2] reviewed "The PNS method is in very widespread use; indeed, it forms the basis of an industry-standard computer program, which is used by virtually all major aerodynamics laboratories and companies." The equations governing perturbed variables of ISPF are diffusion parabolized stability equations (DPSE),
i.e., PSE. Herbert [18] pointed out that PSE method forms the basis of an industry-standard flow stability analysis. 
